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Message from our Chief Officer 

Hello everyone
 

Welcome to the first edition of 2022….Happy
New Year! What a busy start it has been. Our

feet have hardly touched the ground.
 

We have a lot of exciting projects coming up
and our editorial team has been very busy

interviewing and writing articles.
 

The new wood store is finally going up – The
workshop team are very excited about this and

so are the rest of us as we will have more
parking spaces available; the car park has been

a little full recently.
 

I would like to say a big thank you to The 52
Club for their very generous and kind donation

of £916 towards craft equipment and machinery
for the Workshop.

 
Next month we will include an events list for

2022 – a chance for you to have a few outings
to catch up with us all out and about.

 
If you would like to contribute to any future
editions of the magazine, please do email

anna@jennyruth.co.uk, we would love to hear
from you.
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Our Amazing WOWs
Every week we celebrate the incredible achievements of one of our workers. Last month 

 Hannah, Christopher, Rachael and Emma received Worker of the Week (WOW).
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We are a charity based in Ripon at Red House Farm for people who have
learning disabilities who make bird boxes and other things like cards and trugs.

We do bespoke orders for people. 
 

Some people come in 5 days a week and some people only come in 2 days a
week. Victoria says "I come in on a Monday and Thursday morning. I like doing

stuff on the laser cutter and I also like doing stencilling at Jennyruth
Workshops."

 
We sometimes do a coffee morning at The Unicorn Hotel in Ripon and we

sometimes help out at the Christmas stall at Ripon Cathedral and various other
events throughout the year. 

 
We have starred in quite a few Makaton videos and we also do Christmas

videos and have written articles for Yorkshire Life and Connecting Ripon in the
Ripon gazette. We have also interviewed Gyles Brandreth on Zoom for our

magazine.
 

We have had a few ups and downs during lockdown when we couldn't come
into Jennyruth Workshops. It is good to be back here again at Jennyruth

Workshops. 

All About Us
By Emma Laycock and Victoria Thomis 
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A small group of us went to Monk Park
Farm because we are working on an

exciting project with them. We also saw
some of the animals which was very

exciting. 
 

We saw piglets, chickens, guinea pigs,
emu's, goats and alpacas 

         

Monk Park Farm Trip 

Monk Park Farm is a petting farm
and you can also feed the animals

and the lambs in the Spring. 

By Emma Laycock 
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Small Fish Big Pond

Over the past year Covid has had a detrimental impact on many day services

and social enterprises that support adults who have a learning disability. This

has been especially keenly felt by small local charities. 

 

At Jennyruth Workshops, we are running a national campaign to highlight

how small independent charities across the country often get overlooked in

favour of bigger national charities and how important it is that

sponsorship/support/donations reach grass roots level where it is very much

needed and makes a massive difference. 

     

Nicky Newell, CEO of Jennyruth Workshops said “Over the last 15 months it

has become particularly evident that small charities and social enterprises in

our sector are often forgotten or overlooked and as one of my fellow CEOs

said….this is not okay! Local authorities have supported us all very well

throughout the pandemic, recognising how important the work we do is –

what a positive impact it has on the lives of the adults who have learning

disabilities we support. But there has been a large deficit in funding for small

charities caused by cancelled fundraising and sales events. We have worked

tirelessly to provide continuity and support to all our workers and their

families.”



As part of the campaign we sent out a survey to find out what opportunities are
available for adults who have a learning disability across the country and the

impact of covid on day services and social enterprises like ours. A high percentage
of people who responded to the survey already have access to a day service or

social enterprise. Since March, many of these places have had to close or provide
services remotely because they cannot adapt fast enough to the current situation

either by modifying their building, employing more staff or finding a new premises. 
 

Karen Weaver from HADCA (Harrogate and District Community Action) said this, “As
a local charity supporting charities and volunteers we are very aware of the vital

role of charities such as Jennyruth Workshops in providing a range of opportunities
for people with disabilities to gain work experience and skills. They are much loved

and highly respected organisations who also provide a range of volunteering
opportunities which benefit everyone. We were very happy to share this important
survey with our local networks and hope the results will ensure that funding and

other support continues to be provided to sustain the work of Jennyruth and other
similar charities.”

 
Day services and social enterprises make a positive difference to their local
communities by allowing attendees to be included and become part of a

community. They increase understanding between different groups, reducing
stigma, discrimination and showcasing the amazing things that people what have

learning disabilities can do with the right support. 
 

We reached out to other small charities who support adults who have a learning
disability around the UK. 

 
“Financial support will enable organisations like ourselves who have worked
tirelessly over lockdown to offer a service to our community to continue their

support. Learning-disabled adults have been one of the hardest hit during the
pandemic due to the digital divide and with our support we can change this.”

Leep1, Self Advocacy Group in Leeds
 

“This survey clearly shows the value of day services and social enterprises to adults
with learning disabilities and their families – and the huge impact of the Covid-19
pandemic. We were able to transfer many of our daily sessions online, which has
proven to be a lifeline for our students during the lockdowns but recognise how

much they have missed through not coming together in person. I am delighted that
the Small Fish – Big Pond survey has provided a voice for our nationwide community

and hope it succeeds in raising awareness of this vital sector.”
Nikki Marley, CEO of Fifth Trust based in Kent
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“Adults who have learning disabilities often have limited choices in their
everyday lives. The power of our sector is that we encourage independence
and choice in a huge variety of activities. However, that same choice is not

always offered in the bigger world – families do not always know our
services exist or what we can offer. This year has been particularly difficult

for everyone – small groups are at risk due to lack of finance and
restrictions just as much as the retail sector and yet there is little mention of

us. It is more important now to give locally. Whilst larger charities may be
able to weather the storm – we may not!”

Jo Forsey, CEO of Paperworks based in Harrogate and Leeds
 

We hope that this campaign raises enough awareness to direct donors to
support small local charities in their areas so they not only survive but thrive.

 
“At Jennyruth Workshops the staff and volunteers have worked tirelessly

throughout the pandemic to ensure that the adults who usually attend their
workshops near Ripon are supported through what has been a challenging
time for them. They have enjoyed a busy programme of remote support and
home working, continuing to make their beautiful handcrafted products. I
have seen at first hand the huge difference that small, local charities have
on the lives of adults who have learning disabilities and I am delighted to

have been asked to support this campaign to raise awareness for this
sector.”

Jo Ropner, HM Lord-Lieutenant of North Yorkshire
 

Please follow the link below where you will find details of small charities
and how you can #DonateLocal. 

 
https://www.jennyruth.co.uk/small-fish-big-pond

#DonateLocal
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Happy Valentines Day

Roses are red,
Violets are blue.

Buy our gifts,
and we'll like you!

 
Pop to 

www.jennyruth.co.uk/valentines-gifts to
purchase your Valentines Day gifts. 
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What made you choose Jennyruth as a workplace?
 

I had bought a birdbox from Ripon Cathedral and I thought it would be interesting to work here.
 
 

Where did you work before you came here?
 
 

I worked as a primary school teacher in Sowerby near Thirsk.
 
 

Have you got any pets?
 

I have a black Labrador called Aaron who is three years old.
 
 

What do you like doing in your spare time?
 
 

 I like walking the dog, sewing and reading.
 
 

Do you like working in the office?
 

I love it, I like organising things and working with the workers.

Welcome Avril 
By Emma Laycock

Emma sat down with Avril, our new office administrator, to find out more about her.
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International Report
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How we celebrated Christmas at Jennyruth workshops
By Victoria Thomis

 
I went for a visit to the pinewoods to drop the bird boxes off that

we made for the Pinewoods Advent Trail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We painted the scarves of the snowmen, for Love Northallerton, in
nice bright colours for the shops in Northallerton for the window

displays there.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Christmas party was for staff and workers, also friends and
family and volunteers as well. There were lots of games and a fire

eater there. The food was nice there, but it was bitterly cold outside.
I went and sat in the car to eat my sandwich.  

Christmas
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"I got lots of smellies, chocolates and a

Harry Potter jumper, gloves, scarf and hat"

- Daniel

"People round and had some Christmas turkey andopened presents"
- Alex 

"We had a party on Christmas day with my

family. We opened crackers and read the

jokes. I opened all my presents and got lots

of Cliff Richard stuff"

- Rebekah 

"I got up, had a fried egg sandwich for breakfast. Opened
presents then took my dogs Mavis, Buster and Pudding for a walk.

Then for a starter I had prawns and smoked salmon. For main
course I had turkey and then Christmas pudding from Bettys forafter"

- Victoria 
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Garden Gnowledge
Flower of the Month

Snowdrops are one of the first flowers to see in the new year. 
 

Snowdrops are symbols of spring, purity and religion.
 

There are over 2,500 varieties of snowdrops. 
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Cooks' Corner

22.

Quick and Easy Tuna Pasta Bake
 

One of Daniel's favourite winter recipes
 

100gms pasta twists

1 tin tuna

1 tin tomatoes 

1 onion

1 tablespoon tomato puree

6 medium mushrooms, sliced

Half pint milk

50gms margarine

25gms plain flour

50gms cheese

 

 

Chop the onions and fry in half the margarine.

 

Add the tuna, mushrooms, tomatoes, tomato puree and season with salt and pepper. Cook for 5 minutes.

 

Cook the pasta in another pan. 

 

Drain and add the pasta to the tuna mixture.

 

Put this all into a casserole.

 

Make the sauce - heat and gently stir the remaining margarine, milk and flour. When it becomes thick,

 

Pour the sauce over the pasta and put the grated cheese on the top. 

 

Place the dish under the grill to brown.

 

EAT AND ENJOY, especially with warm garlic bread. Mmmmmmmm…...
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Rainy Day Relaxation

Daniels' Harry Potter Wordsearch

Victorias' Norse Gods Wordsearch

Harry

Ron

Hagrid

Hedwig

Dumbledore

Rat

Spell

Elf

Slytherin

Gryffindor

Hufflepuff

Ravenclaw

Magic

Fluffy

Wizard

Owl

HOD

SIF

THOR

HEL

MODI

KVASIR

BRAGI

YGGDRASIL

VALI

MAGNI

FREYA

AESIR

MIDGARD

ODIN

HOENIR

BALDER

ANGORBODA

FRIGGA

RAGNAROK

LOKI

TYR

FENRIR

AEGIR

IDUN



Movie Magic
Mathew is a big fan of movies. These are his top

recommendations if you're stuck for what to watch on

movie night. 

The Sound of Music

Back to the Future

Mamma Mia

Lord of the Rings

Indiana Jones

Cinderella

Sleeping Beauty

Superman



What do you call a snow house without a bathroom?

IG (no loo)

 

What do you sing at a snowman’s birthday party?

‘’Freeze a jolly good fellow’’ 

Jamie's Jokes
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 What do you call a penguin in the Sahara desert?
LOST

 
What vegetable was forbidden on the ships of Arctic explorers?

LEEKS

Knock, Knock
Who’s there?

Scold
Scold who?

Scold outside!



1st prize – No 42 

 

2nd prize – No 4 

 

3rd prize – No 32 

Happy Birthday

February

February 100 Club Winners
Thanks again to Jamie for announcing the winners.
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 Daniel Allen

Jenni Kipling

Sue Turner

Annie Pybus

Ben Evason

Denise Carrigan

Mark Scott

Matthew Evason



In Memory of Keith Hadfield

As many of you will know, Keith was a much loved volunteer

who joined us during the pandemic. He was a master on the

scroll saw; enjoying it so much that Richard dropped one off

for him to use at home during one of the lockdowns. 

 

Although we didn’t know him for long, he has left a lasting

impression on all of us who knew him.

 

Keith’s wife Christine has made a very generous donation of

£560 to the Workshop in remembrance of Keith. We have

used this to buy a ½ inch router for woodwork and a plaque

is being made to go up in woodwork.

17th January 1943 - 8th December 2021
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